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Abstract
Even with the advancements in computer
technology, many fields still use legacy systems.
One such department lagging in modernization is
the Traffic monitoring department of most
countries. Most of the existing works on speed
detection have high level of human interaction. In
this paper, we have derived a way to reduce the
human effort in the process. The paper starts with
the introduction of a speed detection system using
Artificial Intelligence. Then it goes through the
general concepts used in the process described in
the paper like object tracking and vehicle speed
calculation. Thereafter use of Object Character
Recognition is explained for the automation of the
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Introduction
In recent years the numbers of road accidents and
death occurring due to them has increased rapidly
with over speeding of vehicle as one of the major
contributing factor. Vehicle tracking[3][12] is a
proliferate growing field with respect to computer
vision with applications like speed detection which
uses human and computer interaction we here
propose a novel approach of detecting over
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speeding vehicle without any human interaction.
Here we discuss important issue related to vehicle
speed detection including abrupt vehicle motion
and occlusion.

real time. One of the initial steps for working on
stream of video is moving object detection. There
are many problems which occur while detecting
moving object such as problem occurring when the
moving object stops then many algorithms
implement the moving object as part of the scene,
the other problems that might occur are
difference in brightness of the image during
different time of days, or season also for that
matter, the video may also be degraded due to
shaking of camera. While doing our study we
found that among various algorithms proposed in
recent years many follow almost same pattern for
detecting moving object in a Video stream. This
includes the steps like background subtraction,
optical flow detection, temporal difference between
different frames of image and a number of other
algorithms as well. Among all these abovementioned methods the most used technique is
background subtraction has many algorithms such
as frame difference, Gaussian mixture and others.
Detecting the moving object solve the first part of
our problem and help us to go forward with our
process.

Overall works of this paper include developing of a
system that requires a video source which consists
of moving vehicle the design works by calculating
the vehicle position in two consecutive frames.
The paper has been used to describe the
development of a system which provide vehicle
speed detection by the executing the following
steps. 1. Detecting the vehicle. 2. Overcoming
occlusion 3. Speed calculation 4. Number plate
detection.
In many computer vision systems including ours,
object detection is the first task being performed as
it allows to obtain further information regarding the
detected object and about the scene. Once an object
instance has been detected, it is being possible to
obtain further information, including: 1.to
recognizes the specific instance 2. To track the
object over an image sequence and 3. To extract
further information about the object.
Moving Object Detection
As vision systems in today's world are growing,
there are great advancements being made in the
field of object detection [8]. According to latest
research it is a well-known fact that object
detection currently is one of the most developing
industries with various real time applications. But
after all this technological advancement also there
is a lot of work that can be done in this field our
paper here is also making an effort in doing so. It
serves as a major part in many applications such
as image search, image auto-annotation, many
computer vision system, traffic control and scene
understanding.
The computer vision systems which have the
applications of image processing in it are
implemented in many ways for developing system
which help the traffic authority to maintain various
traffic rule such as over speeding, lane discipline
and other traffic anomalies. For all the above
activities to occur it is necessary that first we need
to separate the main foreground part which is done
by using background subtraction which make the
whole task easy to handle. One of the main reasons
for the development of such type of security system
is rapid rate in increase of CCTV cameras which
can be also used to implement all the application in

Speed Calculation
The input feed video stream that we are taking base
of our discussion here is taken from a monocular
camera. After taking the video feed we are
following the below given steps for the calculation
of speed. 1.first step for detecting speed of any
object in a video feed start with the detection of
object itself this step initially helps us to detect
different parameters of the object using which we
can track the object in the next step 2. The second
step is to keep track of the object by which is done
by using the parameters that we obtain in step one,
it is very important to note pixel value of the image
in consecutive frames 3.the next step is speed
estimation which is done by converting the
displacement of pixel in to consecutive frame of
images into the distance travelled while calculating
the pixel displacement it is very important not to
take the vertical displacement of object into
consideration.

Related work
In the recent times, there has been a lot of work
done in the field of object tracking. In fact a lot of
research has been done in the tracking of vehicles
efficiently and its applications. Following are some
of the related work done here:
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1.

Hui Li, Peirui Bai and Huajun Song, “Car
tracking algorithm based on Kalman filter
and compressive tracking” in CISP 2014.
DOI: 10.1109/CISP.2014.7003744.
This paper deals with the detailed survey of
tracking using Compressive Tracking and
overcoming partial occlusion using Kalman
Filter (prediction). The process explained
here provides a high level of accuracy,
works for different viewing angles of the
camera and is robust in dynamic background
conditions. However the process is not
accurate enough for practical applications,
doesn’t use Kalman filter for vehicle
classification and cannot overcome complete
occlusion.

2.

S.Srilekha, G.N.Swamy and A.Anudeep
Krishna, “A Novel approach for Detection
and Tracking of Vehicles using Kalman
filter”
in
CICN
2015.
DOI:10.1109/CICN.2015.53.
This paper explains a process for the
prediction of vehicle location for a small
time span. This process provides highly
accurate prediction for normal conditions.
The drawbacks of this paper include
susceptibility to background noise and
inability to manage dynamic background
pixels.

3.

Wang Zhiqiang and Liu Jun, “A review of
object detection based on convolutional
neural network” in CCC 2017. DOI:
10.23919/ChiCC.2017.8029130.
This paper illustrates the problem in the
current CNN based Object detection and
provides probable means to improve the
performance. It describes a Region proposal
which greatly decreases time-complexity of
the next actions. The quality of region
proposals is also higher than sliding
windows. The paper also explains how Fast
R-CNN uses multi-task loss on each labelled
Region of Interest to jointly train for
classification and bounding-box. But the
mean average precision using the handcrafted technique is 22.58% as compare to
43.93% using R-CNN. Also SPP-net cannot
update the convolutional layers while
training.

Techniques used:
Detecting and tracking the vehicle
Detection and tracking of the vehicle can be done
using the algorithm derived from Faster RCNN [2].
The video in which the moving traffic is being
recorded is first converted to greyscale for
detecting all the vehicles in the video. After
Background subtraction method, the vehicles which
are to be detected and tracked are left and the rest
part of the video is discarded.
Overcoming occlusion
Occlusion occurs when an object being tracked gets
hidden due to the obstruction of view by some
other object. Overcoming occlusion is paramount
as it is of upmost significance to track all the
vehicles on the road. To overcome this
phenomenon, we use a filter based on a Bayesian
classifier[] to predict the location of the vehicle
being tracked in the next frame. It is an optimal
recursive data processing algorithm derived from
Kalman filter. Since the prediction is for the next
frame, the difference in time being so less, makes it
possible to assume that the motion is linear and the
system is discrete. This allows for easy
mathematical conversion of the state to a linear
equation.
𝐄(𝐚) = 𝐁𝐄(𝐚 − 𝟏) + 𝐂𝐇(𝐚) + 𝐗(𝐚)
𝐅(𝐚) = 𝐉𝐄(𝐚) + 𝐘(𝐚)
Using this equation [1], the filter predicts the
location of the centroid of the vehicle for the next
frame.
Speed calculation
For this part, we have 2 pre-specified lines of
references, with a specific distance between them,
on the video. These lines of references are made
according to the type of road and the angle of the
camera. Once they are set, the actual distance
between them in the road is found out. Now, the
number of frames is counted from the frame where
the centroid of the vehicle crosses the first line of
reference to the frame where the centroid crosses
the second line of reference. Simultaneously, the
Euclidian distance between the centroids of the
vehicle being tracked is calculated for contiguous
frames. This is done by creating vector of the car at
its centroid. Using this count of the number of
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frames required for the vehicle to traverse the
distance and the Euclidian distance, we obtain the
speed of the vehicle. Using this speed, all the cars
having a speed higher than a specified speed are
flagged.

of the vehicle. If the speed of the vehicle is below
the specified value, the tracking of the car is
stopped. Else 10 frames of the car are stored. These
frames are used to get the license plate number of
the car. Once the license plate number is identified
and classified, it is stored is text format to be used
later.

OCR
A way is needed to identify and store vehicles
which are caught over speeding in the above step.
As such, optical character recognition is
implemented to get the license plate number of
these vehicles. This is done by first finding the
position of the license plate from the image. First
the image is converted into greyscale. Then
background separation occurs. Once the license
plate number is distinguished, all the characters are
separated and classified separately. The characters
are separated by using the whitespaces between
them. Each character is classified using Support
Vector Machine. This number is then stored in text
format.

Proposed Methodology
The video from which the over speeding of cars is
to be detected is fed as input to the software. Then
the Background separation occurs due to which the
cars to be detected and tracked are visible and the
rest part is discarded. Later the camera just focuses
only on the cars that are to be tracked and frames
are captured. The convolutional, pooling and Relu
layers are the important building blocks of RCNN.
By repeating these basic layers we can create
deeper network. To avoid the down sampling the
data prematurely the number of pooling layers are
kept low. The imageInputlayer defines the size and
the type of the Input.
Once the vehicle is tracked, the filter is trained by
using the results of the above tracking process to
find the best values for the two variables used by
the filter to predict the position of the vehicle. After
this, for every frame, the filter predicts the position
of the vehicles for the next frame. Once a car is
getting successfully tracked, a rectangular box
encloses it such that it is the smallest box that can
enclose the complete vehicle. The centre of this
box is then calculated and used as the centroid of
the vehicle. Now, once this centroid crosses the
first line of reference, the frames being elapsed are
counted until the centroid crosses the second line of
reference. At the same time, the Euclidian distance
is calculated for the vectors of the car for adjacent
frames. Then these are used to calculate the speed

Fig 1: Proposed Flowchart

Experimental Results
Initially, from the video the cars are detected and
tracked using the algorithm derived from Faster
RCNN technique. The video is converted and preprocessed using Background subtraction and
Feature Extraction technique as shown in Fig 2 – 3.

Fig 2: Frame from video converted into greyscale.

Fig 3: Background separation
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After that the speed is calculated for the tracked
cars and shown alongside with marking to the car
of which the speed is being shown in the video feed
as shown in Fig 4.

Fig 7: License plate in text format

Number of
cars taken
for test.

Fig 4: Speed detection
Further the number plate of the car is captured and
the characters of the number plate are extracted
using optical character recognition and after
classification the number plate is stored in a text
document for the further use as shown in the Fig 5 7.

100
200
300
400

Cars
detected
using the
proposed
method.

Percentage
of
cars
detected.

Previous
result of
cars that
are
detected.[6]

99
99%
92%
199
99.5%
91.7%
297
99%
93%
395
98.75%
93.8%
Table 8.1: Comparison of vehicle detection.

Number
of cars
taken to
test
Speed.

Cars tested
successfully
using
the
proposed
method.

Percentage
of cars tested
successfully

Previous
result of cars
that
are
tested
successfully
[6]

100
200
300
400

Fig 5: Demo car for license plate detection

97
97%
90%
193
96.5%
89.7%
289
96.33%
91%
384
96%
90.8%
Table 8.2: Comparison of speed calculation for
vehicles.

Conclusion and Future Works
The paper was prepared with the objective of
providing a systematic and logical approach for
selecting the most appropriate speed detection
method. Furthermore this paper is used to show
how artificial intelligence can be used to help
humans ease their life. Here, specifically for
detecting traffic rule breakers, namely, over
speeding without any human interaction.
This paper takes us through various phases of
vehicle detection and tracking. It also helps to
Overcome problems such as occlusion. The vehicle
tracking method provided in our paper provides
high level of accuracy. Following this, we are also
able to achieve a high degree of accurate results in
overcoming occlusion.

Fig 6: Background separation
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[10] Wang Zhiqiang et al., “A review of object
detection based on convolutional neural
network”
in
CCC
2017.
DOI:
10.23919/ChiCC.2017.8029130.
[11] Mao Shan et al., “Long term vehicle motion
prediction
and
tracking
in
large
environments” in ITSC 2011. DOI:
10.1109/ITSC.2011.6082922.
[12] Hiroshi Unno et al., “Vehicle Motion
Tracking Using Symmetry of Vehicle and
Background Subtraction” in Intelligent
Vehicles
Symposium
2007.
DOI:
10.1109/IVS.2007.4290269.

The paper also shows every step of how speed
detection can be done from detecting thee vehicles
to getting the vehicle number from the license
plate. The speed detection method used in this
paper is very accurate and can be implemented
successfully in real world.
 The major limitation of this paper is that it
classifies the cars only for the car travelling in
single direction. Thus this will be the future
work so as to detect the intersection of cars in
all the directions.
 The other future scope will be to improve the
accuracy of classifying the cars for violating
the right-hand rule.
 To calculate accurate speed when the camera
is not stable.
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